
MAXLS is the premier data management tool for 
end-users. It is a fully integrated and embedded 
spreadsheet UI. MAXLS makes data entering, 
editing, and loading
easiereasier and quicker than any other product in the 
marketplace. No need for custom software, pricey 
scripts, or buying features that are never used! 
With MAXLS, your entire organization can enjoy 
faster, easier, and better work management

iMaxeam, with operations worldwide, 
developed MAXVS Visual Scheduler & 
Calendar Add-on exclusively for IBM® 
Maximo® users. Considered the most 
user-friendly tool for end-users, MAXVS is a 
fully integrated and embedded Maximo 
application that provides simple yet 
popowerful CMMS functions such as a visual 
calendar, resource assignment, task 
assignment, and Gantt views. No need for 
custom software, pricey scripts, or buying 
features that are never used! With MAXVS, 
schedulers, maintenance supervisors, 
technicians, and crew can enjoy faster, 
easieeasier, and better work management.

Quickly and intuitively create and update 
apps for your users, distribute instantly apps 
to the user, get device functionalities : 
alert/notification, GPS localisation, Photos, 
videos, scanner and connect your IoT devices 
to leverage all modern devices capabilities. 
Manage authorization control and manage 
multiplemultiple design if needed through your 
organisation to meet high standard business 
practice. No deploy, no build, no waste of 
time, focus on the business, latest mobile 
design and optimized code to bring best 
performances all on a good priced package 
will answer professional and enterprise 
needs for maximo mobilization.needs for maximo mobilization.

Created in 2009, iMaxeam is a group of engineering consultants in business management processes. 
iMaxeam specializes in O&M processes (operations and maintenance) and offers advisory services 
accompanied by its technological products. iMaxeam holds the highest partnership distinction with 
IBM, Gold Partner and has a group of highly qualified and certified advisers in the implementation of 
processes as well as the development of software products. IMaxeam's client base includes a variety 
of multinationals including Williams Energy, Bombardier and Heinken, African public institutions 
such as the development bank of Central African states and companies active in the tourism, 
manufacturing and energy secmanufacturing and energy sectors.

877.MAX.4EAM ( 877.629.4326 )www.imaxeam.com

2100 Avenue Terry Fox, Suite 302A,
Laval, QC, H7T 3B8, Canada.

iMaxeam offers a fully integrated IoT 
solution for IBM Maximo: MAXIoT. 
The MAXIoT platform, enabled on the cloud 
or on site, is an all-in platform, including 
user client features such as dashboards, 
KPIs, notification settings and adherence to 
all Maximo rules.
MMAXIoT gives users the ability to link devices 
and sensors to assets, locations, work orders 
and their meters through quick and simple 
integrations to Maximo.  Further, with 
MAXIoT, Maximo Actions can bbe routed to 
devices or between devices.
WithWith the MAXIoT Internet of Things 
platform, AI algorithms power predictive 
maintenance needs and produce advanced 
analytics to take care of EAM before major 
issues develop.

An O&M Process Integration Program 
(Operations and Maintenance) on an IT platform 
including Mobile solutions and IOT completely 
managed by iMaxeam


